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  Abstrae-  This paper  introduces a  simple  yet efTicient

algorithm  for pedestrian detection on  low resolution

images. The main  objective  is to create  a  successfu1  means

of achieving  a real-time  pedestrian detection flpplication.
While  the framework  of  the system  consists  of  edge

orientations  combined  with  the LBP  feature extractor,  a

novel  way  of  selecting  the threshold is introduced. With
the objective  being a"  efficient car  vision  algorithm,  it is

assumed  that the negative  samples  in this context  are

mainly  uniformly  textured objects  such  as trees, roads,
and  buildings. This thresho]d  improves significantly  the

detection rate  as  well  as  the processing time. Furthermore,

it makes  the system  robust  to uniformly  cluttered

bacngrounds, noise  and  light yariations.  The  test data is
the INRIA  pedestrian dataset and  for the classification,  a

support  vector  machine  vvith  an  RBF  kernel is used.  The

kernel parameters  are  chosen  to maximize  the AUC  of  the

receiver  operating  curye  .(ROC) . The system  performs at
a  state-ofithe-art  detection rates  while  being intuitive as

well  as very  fast which  leayes sufficient  processing time
for further operations  such  as tracking and  danger
estimation.

image, making  use  of  the gradient magriimdes  orientations,

afore  applying  the LBP  operator.  This feature detector has

proven its eenciency  in face detection schemes  outperfoming

the major  approaches  such  as Local Gabor Binary Pattems [7]
and  Histograms of  Gabor Phase Patterns [10] on  both
detection rate  and  processing speed.

  Our  framework originality resides  within the extraction  of

single  scale  gradient local binary pattems computed  over

different orientations.  This descriptor is tested  on  low

Tesolution  images (30x60 pixels) of  the INRIA  pedestrian
dataset [1l] available  online.  Also, and  as it will be shown

further, we  found that the  system  perfbrmed best when  not

using  the  gradient histograms, and  we  introduce a  new  scheme

to select the LBP  threshold  T  using  the variance  ofthe  negative

samples.

  In section  II ofthis  paper, we  wi11 cover  briefiy the related
works.  In section  III, our  approach  and  the theoretical

background that lies behind it wi11 be detailed. In section  IV,
experiments  are  shown,  and  the  trainingttesting data along

with  the evaluation  process are  explained.  We  wrap  up  this

work  with conclusions;  remarks  and  future work  as  long as' it
is considered  as a  first step toward  a  practically
implementable real-tirne car vision  application.

  I. Introduction

  In the focus of  making  roads  safer,  and  sustaining  driver
assistance  systems  to avert  lack-ofattention accidents,  many

researches  have seen  the light concerning  a crucial step ofthis

process which  is pedestrian !human detection [1, 6, 9, 15, 16,
19],

  Although  many  algorithms  tackled  this problem for a

moment,  and  some  of  them  perfbrmed very  ethciently-

detection rate  wise- there is only  a few of  these methods  that

are  applicable  practically, mainly  because of  their

computational  complexity,  Even with  Moore7s law promising
computational  abilities  in the future, there  is an  urging  need

for a  practical real  time  pedestrian detection framework that
needs  to perform well  on  one  side,  and  that leaves enough  time

for fumher processing beyond detection such  as tracking and

danger estimation  which  can  themselves be time consuming.

  For this perspective, we  hereby introduce a novel  method  to

pedestrian detection. Inspired by the patterns of  oriented  edge

magnitudes  introduced in [5], it is a  spatial  multi-resolution

descriptor that captures  rich  information about  the original

  IL  Relatedwork

  Lately, there has been an  extensive  interest in local
descriptors and  their application  in object  recognition,  and

specifically  in pedestrian deteetion. Mikolajczyk and  Schnid

[2] provide an  extended  survey  on  the different local
descriptors and  their evaluation.  As  for pedestrian detection,
M, Enzweiler and  M, Gavrila [3] and  T. Gandhi [4] provide
in-deep surveys  and  evaluation  of  the state-ofart  pedestrian
detection frameworks.

  Feature based appToaches  using  local filtering on  image
different locations (image cells or single pixels) are popular in

pedestrian detection such  as Papageorgiou and  Poggio's
non-adaptive  Haar-wavelet [8]. This approach  is solely  based
on  a  dense feature dictionary representation  of  the intensity

difference in a  multi-scale  and  orientation  fashion and  the  use

ofthe  integral images [12] made  this feature set  both popular
[13,20,23] and  simple  to evaluate.

  However, the multiple  redundancy  of  these features
required  a feature selection  mechanism;  either manually  using

a prior knowledge about  the human body geometry

[8][13][14], or  using  the boosting technique  [17] and  its
variants  (Adaboost [20]) which  select autornatically  the most
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discriminative features by  generating a  strong  classifier  out  of

a set ofweak  classifiers.

  Another class  of  local feature extractors  that has been used
in pedestrian detection is the codebook  feature patches. As in

[18][21][26], generated from the training data, these features
are  extracted  around  the points of interest in the image, and
coded  along  with  their spatial relationship  into a  feature

vector.

  More recently, and  closer to our  framework, there  has been
an  interest toward  local edge  descriptors, such  as local

gradient histograms extracted  from norrnalized  gradient
images  over  

t'blocks"

 and  their combination  with  the edge

orientation.  In fact, 
"HOG-like"

 features received  a special

interest in different works  [1][22][24]. Whereas the HOG-like
features are computed  on  a  dense manner,  SIFT  [30] consists
of an  interest point detector that leads to a  sparse

representatlon,

  Our  approach  is feature based, Inspired by [5], and  based
on  Qjala et  al,'s  Local binary pattem  feature extractor  [25].
  The LBPs  have shown  to be efficient  in texture

classification [29] and  face detection and  recognition  [27]. It

also inspired many  pedestrian detection researches  being
intuitive, and  easy-to-irnplement  [28][32]. Combined  with

HOG[1]  in [28] and  an  occlusion  handling scheme,  it has
shown  irnpressive results  on  the INRIA  pedestrian dataset.

  Another LBP  variant  is the center-symmetric  local binary

patterns (CS-LBP) and  pyrarnid center-symmetric  local
binarylternary patterns (CS-LBPfLTP) [32]. It captures  the

gradient information and  somc  texturc  information densely
over  multiple  scales and  yielded good results on  the sarne

dataset.
  What  can  be argued  on  these  approaches  is, despite their
high perfbrmance, the augmented  complexity  of  the feature
detectors, which,  even  ifoptimized properly, can  result in a
real-time  detector, but wi11 still limit any  further processing
perspectives, which  is in the  heart ofour  scope.

  Through  the literature, we  see  clearly  that the  feature

extraction  step  is an  important one,  en  which  the  quality ofthe

detector depends diTectly. Features must  be discriminative and

robust. In [33], it is stated that the LBP  (classical)[29] is not
well  suited  for pedestrian detection, and  this is why  we  present
here this modified  version.

  Also, in [32], it is argued  that HOG-like  features (edge
based) are likely to perform badly within  real situations of

pedestrian detection due to the sensitivity of  the gradient
operator  to noisy  and  cluttered  backgrounds. In this paper, we
will  demonstrate that the use  of  a  single  scale  dense featuTe

extraction  and  a  proper choice  of  the LBP  threshold  resolves

partially the problems  of  edge  based rnethods  leading to the
construction  of  a  compact  descriptor that inherits various

good properties from existing  features with a low
computational  cost  and  a  state  of  the art  accuracy  on  the

INRIAdataset.

  III. Overview

  The  key idea here is to make  use  of  the gradient to extTact

the shape  information, adding  to this the orientation

inforrnation of  the edges  giving a rich description of  the

pedestrian shape,  Using LBP, selfsimilarities  ofthe  edges  are

encoded  within a feature vector.

  As shown  in Fig.4, we  first compute  the gradient images
using  a simple  gradient operator:  D o 1] on  x  and  y

directions. Every  pixel is then  replaced  by the value  of  the

gradient at  this location. The gradient orientations  are sampled

into m  bins. We  use  unsigried  gradient orientation  (O 
b-1

 8e  ̀).
  After that, we  construct  m  images, called  uni-orientation

edge  images (UOEI) from the original  gradient one,  by
assigning  every  pixel p with  a gradient orientation  a. to the

lmage  m.

  For the next  step  we  adopt  two approaches:

    1- Following [5], assigning  every  pixel the sum  of  its

       w'w  cell (Cell Accumulation), and  then  using  the

       LBP  operator  over  cell  blocks BL

    2- Applying  the LBP  operator  directly to the different

       onentatlonlmages.

  For the first one,  we  varied  accumulation  celi size iiF  {3, 5,
7, 9}, bin number  m  

=
 {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} and  the block size  Bl

which  is set to 2w for no  cell overlap  and  to 2w-2  for an
overlap  of  the last row  with  the first row  ofthe  adjacent  cell

(See Fig. 3).
  For the second  approach,  a  dense LBP  characterization  was

used  and  two  different block geometries have been tested

(rectangular and  circular).

  IV. TheLBPoperator

  The Local binary pattern features are  a  selfLsimilarity

measure  that has been introduced foT the first time in 1996 by
(]ljala et al [29], Due to its simplicity  and  efficiency, it became

popular and  fbund horizons in many  applications.  A  detailed

LBP-related bibliography can  be  found online  [35].
  Our choice  for the LBP  features is not  trivial, as  a  matter  of

fact, it has proven  to be highly discriminative and  its key
advantages,  namely  its invariance to monotonic  gray level
changes  and  computational  ethciency,  make  it suitable  for

pedestrian detection.

  Figure  1 shows  the original LBP  operator  which  assigns  a

1abel to every  pixel ofan  image by thresholding  the 3x3 square

neighborhood  ofeach  pixel with  the center  pixel value  (r ==O)
and  considering  the result as a binary number.

･oI1o1oo1.]11oooo1.
225fo

                 i--O {C) a<r

                    
･S(a)=ILI

 a)r

Fig. 1. The classical LBP  described in the original pap

(1)

er  [29].

  In PPlo4f'et al. [34], it is stated  that for a  good  stability  ofthe

LBP  operator  in uniform  regions,  the threshold should  be
chosen  to be close  to zero  (T =O,O1).
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  To justify our  choice  ofthe  LBP  tlireshold, we  assume  the
fo11owingcoajecture:

  
"in

 a  car  vision  cuzplication,  the background  on  which

pedestrians mpea4  i.e., negative  samples,  is mostly

unijZ)rmly  cluttered  rqgions  such  as  road  asphalt,  trees, sky,

grass and  mud  (See Fig. 2). 
"

NFig.
 2, Random  patches sample  taken from INRIA  negative

                samples.

Based on  this corijecture, the choice  of  the threshold T  is
taken to be equal  to the average  variance  ofthe  gradient value
of  the negative  samples  in the database defined by

            T -  vinr =  #., 
IPlr.'i

 
1

IV : Total number  ofnegative  samples

Vb4 : Gradient variance  ofimage  i defined by

         plr42 =  
Mz'Mz'iGr,tk7rl]-Gn

 .

              k.o  ldi MxH
M, H: Width and  height of  the gradient image, respectively.
Gr  : Average  gradient of  image i defined by

  J

          tE-:E.l"trlG"ii:iZii
  This choice  may  seem  trivial or  even  crude,  However, since
our  approach  is solely  based on  pedestrian shape  extraction,

the goal behind it is to actually  set a value  ofthis  threshold  to

eliminate  what  can  be informally referred  to as  
"PVleak

 eciges  
"

which  constitute  the background, while  preserving the
"Strong

 edges  

"

 describing the pedestrian shape.  Furthermore,
ignoring the background details results  in moTe  zero's within

the feature vector, which  adds  to the computational  efficiency

to the  classifier.

ue/'iGgz::tl'ewA.,.ff-e,;'i.i'
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    (a)

 Fig.3, (a
                  (b) (c)
        ) Original gradient image. (b) LBP  image with

          T  
==O,

 (c) LBP  image with T =Var.

 As  shown  in Fig. 3, the use  of  the classical threshold (T=O)
does not  provide a  very  accurate  LBP  image. By  accurate  we

mean  that the uniformly  cluttered  background  (grassftrees)
still produces noisy  patterns and  interferes with the desired
shape  infbiTnation we  are  seeking  to extract.  On  the other  hand,
using  T=Var  provides a more  accurate  shape  description.

 V.Theclassifier

 A  non-linear  support  vector  machine  is trained and  used  for
the classification  (Libsvm[36]), We  use  a  radial  basis function
kernel (IU]F). It is unarguably  clear  that, throughout the
literature [36], it has been shown  that non-linear  SVMs
outperform  linear ones,  even  though the main  disadvantage of

non-linear  SVMs  is the training  time. As for our approach  in
this paper, the training  is done offline. Also, with the

simplicity  that characterizes  the feature we  use  in this study,
we  can  say  that a non-linear  SVM  can  be affbrded  processing
tlme wlse.

 The support  vector  machines  are basically a  constrained

optimization  problem  that consists  of  minimizing  the

fo11owingquantity:

             mo,,,4(li w'w+  CZ. ), 4, )

Subject to:

            y, (vvTip(x, ) +  b) 2 1 - c;･
  w  : IVbrmai  P2zc. to theseparating  luperplane

  C:PkinaLtytermforerronousCiLzssij7bation

  g:DistancetothehJperplaneofmiscidssptedpoints
Here

 the kernel K(xi,xj)=  ip(xi)Tip(xj) is equal  to:

           K(x, ,x,  ) =  exp(-r  ix, - x,  112)
  The RBF  kernel K(xbKi) maps  each  vector  of  the training

data to a point in a  higher dimensional space.  It uses  nonlinear

separators  but, within the  kernel space,  it constructs  a  linear
equation,  The support  vector  machine  attempts  to separate  the

points xi 
's

 into subsets  with homogeneous target values  yi's.

     VI. Training and  results  with  discllssion

    As specified  in the introduction, the approach  presented in

   this paper is tested on  the INRIA  pedestrian dataset [11],
   which  offers a good benchmark dataset with  high variations  of

   poses and  backgrounds.

 2ss  The original  INRIA  dataset consists  of a  1,208 pedestrian

meI:,ag;s,kw,"tp.t,eigmle'i,,,ozeS,rzfl.e.c:Lo:z).tr,a,iL2i?:,ggt.a",S,a,,`2s,I
   reflections)  and  453 human free images. For the training  data,
   the original  image size is 96xl60 pixels with  a  margin  of  16
   pixels around  each  side, In an  attempt  in our  work  to seek  the

   challenge  ofsmall  pedestrians, the images have been cropped
   and  scaled  to 3Ox60 pixels.

/t.:t{, Since the INRIA dataset is an  unbalanced  set,  evaluating

X just the accuracy  does not  give a  good  insight about  the
mao performance. This is why,  in this paper, for each  given

   configuration,  we  choose  the SVM  parameters (C 7) to

   maximize  the area  under  the curve  (AUC) of  receiver

   operating  characteristic (ROC). MoreoveT  the parameters that
   maximize  the AUC  with  5-fold cross  validation  were  chosen

   each  time  to prevent over-fitting.
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extractlon  m  a  raster

  scan  manner

Feat,Vec =

 met]iod  intreduced in i5･ I by using  cell acc"niuiation  (]}pixe] wise

   Lbp-exiractien.  
't'hen

 tl]e feature veclor  extractlon  is a  raster  scan  manner  which  is t'ed Io the non-ainear  SVN,E

  In [5], the patterns oforiented  edge  magnitude  applied  to

face recognition  show  that the best perforrnance is achieyed
with the number  of  bins m=3,  which  is understandable  since,

in their application,  the main  characteristic ofa  feature vector

is discriminability. On  the other  hand, in human  detection, we

need  a  robust  rnodel  imrnune to noise  with  rich  shape

description,

  All the results that are presented in the fo11owing employ
unsigned  gradient orientation with  m=9,

  Many  settings  have  been  tested, and  in what  foIIows we  wi11

present the most  meaningfu1  ones:

   1- VVindow size  rc  {3, 5, 7, 9}:
(REC== Rectangular LBP  IVbighborhood

w=  Accumulation  window  size:  w=1  means  no  accumulation

Bin=  bin number  tn

GrayICblongrad: PPle tested the oj7lect ofusing color  gradient
as compared  to gray scale  g7'adient.

    i
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          -  Rec-w=5-bie=  9-cotor grad AVC=O.8525

GLBI}GLB,Pb,

GLB4

     e o.2 o,4 e.6 es  1

                  Fefse Posative Rate

  From  the  graph above,  we  see  that the 1arger the

accumulation  window  is, the less is the system  perfbrmance,
which  can  be explained  by the fact that details tend to be
smoothed  away,  and  information dirnmed and  lost since  the
images we  are  working  on  are  mid-low resolution  images,

  This provides us with  the mam  advantage  that the LBP
operator  can  be applied  directly and  the  accumulation  step  is
skipped  as  well  as  the integral image computation  step.  This is
already  a  gain in the computation  time.

   2- Classical thresho]d(T=O) vs. new  threshold (T=Var)
  This choice  represents  the main  originality that this study
brings to the field. The  previously depicted results  were  for a
classic  threshold  T =O(NO-

 Vbr) [25].
  We  can  see  clearly  on  the fo11owing graphic that the use  of

the variance  of  the negative  components  improves the

discriminative power  ofthis  feature extractor  and  practically
improves the perforrnance, as  it eliminates  more  than 5%  of

the false positives, This result  confirms  clearly the corijecture

we  stated  earlier.

[Vdr= taking  the thresholdTas  equal  to the  average  of the
variance  ofnegative sanrples

NO-  PC4R=  using  the classical  LBP  threshold  T =O]

     i

   eg

   08

   eTmtsor

 06s:

 058

   OAgg

   03

   O.2

   Ol

    J
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1

.,･.-Rec.vt=1-bin=9-Grev-gred.VARAUC=O.9S3a
-Rec-ve;1.b:n±grrGfay"gted.NO-VARAUC=O,g-43

      O 02  D4  D6  eB  1

                   False PosltNe Rate

  To improve efficiency,  and  geuing the best perfbrmance
possible ofthis  approach,  we  also  tried the circular  LBP  block

geometry, making  use  ofthe  bilinear interpolation techniques
when  the desired pixel value  does not  lie on  the center  ofa

pixel. We  noticed  a  slight  improvement  of  the  perfbrmance.
This is due to the homogeneity of  the neighborhoods  when  all

-"-
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the pixels of  the LBP  block are all at the same  distance from
the center  pixel.
  Also, to minimize the false positives, we  used  what  is called
retraining, employed  in the original HOG  paper [1] , This
technique  consists  of  training  a  model  with the available

negative/positive  samples,  and  then  we  took  10,OOO random

30x60 pixel patches from the negative  images, we  use  them as

test data, and  retrain the original model  by adding  the false

positives that have been generated. By  adding  what  is called
the 

"hard

 examples"  to the training model,  the recall improved
by  6%.

  Here below, we  depict both the  effect  of  applying  the
circular  neighborhoods  and  the retraining.

  [Cir= Circular neighborhood  using  bilinear intetlpolation

  Renain= adtting  thefolsepositives  to the negative  set  and

retraining  the modeq

For the highest curve,  with  a circular neighborhood,  and
   iO.99O.98

   [i.97mtsff

 O.96g:

 O.958e

 O.oueF

 o.g3o.g2091

      O.9
        o o,a o.2 e.3 o,4 o,s o.6 oJ  D,s og  1

                      Fslse PDsdtlve Rate wi

  th orientations  sampled  to 9 directions, using  gray scale

  gradient, combined  with  the threshold r =Ubr
 and  with

  retraining,  we  obtained  an  accuracy  of  98.44%  at 10'2 False

  positives per window(FPPW).  On a Core 2 Duo  3.00 GHz

  processor with  2Gb of  memory,  the time it took to extract  the
  feature vector  was  239 micro seconds.

    In the next  graph, we  depict a  comparison  of  our  approach

  and  two of  the most  simi1ar  frameworks (dense feature

  extraction).

   ,g

 o,ggcr9

 o,gsa-80973

 o,g6F
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    O O.05 O.1 O15
                   FalseibsitiveRate
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  Our approach  clearly outperfbrms  the  classical  Histograms

oforiented  edge  gradients. Also, it outperfbrms  a more  recent

pedestrian detection frarnework tested  on  the INRIA

pedestrian dataset, which  is the center  symrnetrical  and

pyramidal LBP,

  Puuing aside  the classification-wise  corrrparison,  the
strongest  point ofthis  approach  is the sirnplicity.

  VII. Conclusions and  future work

  In this paper, we  introduced a  new  feature descriptor to

pedestrian detection. We  found that substituting  the classical

zeTo  LBP  threshold by the variance  of  the negative  samples

quiets down  locations which  may  initially have  a  strong  edge

response,  but resemble  their neighbors.  It has been also  shown

that the usual  main  edge  based methods  drawback which  is the
noisy  response  to cluttered backgrounds can  be overcome  by
using  this threshold. State of  the art  accuracy  has been

achieved,  but above  it all, the simplicity  ofthis  feature opens  a

new  horizon for car-vision  directed systems,  since  the most
important part of  any  car vision  system  is an  early  detection
and  then evaluating  the danger. We  perfbrmed a per-window
evaluation,  since  it was  mostly  an  exploratory  work.  We  plan
to implement this detector on  a per-image level, a  sliding

window approach  might be appropriate,  but a  more  suitable

approach  might be considering  the scene  geometrical context.

  Also a GPU  implementation is planned aside  with an

occlusion  handling scheme,
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